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About This Content

This free extension of Farming Simulator 2013 offers a selection of authentic vehicles and equipment letting you to reconnect
with the early years of modern agriculture!

You will be pleased to find classic vehicles such as Deutz D80, Güldner G40, Hatz H340, Hürlimann D110, Lindner BF 450 A,
Schlüter Super 1500 TVL Special and many more!
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its not a platformer.
 its a weird puzzle game.
but whats bad is, half way through the first level youll glitch fall through the ground and have to restart. every time.
 pretty lame.
dev replied: he fixed that bug. but i cant be bothered to play until i find the next game ending bug. im not an alpha tester, this
isnt early access.. wow cool nice thanos. no 6 player mode, whoopsies!. Good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.love
EG. It is looking like a good tool for testing a computer's capabilities, when it comes to your everyday functions, and some more
interesting stats concerning storage. Plus to test applications. Was worth the investment.

. Oh man, where to begin with THIS one? My three play attempts\/deaths thus far:

  Extremely minimal and mediocre graphics. A crappy-looking "note" that informs me that I have to find "10 golden skulls"
before I can escape from, er...wherever I am (a very low-budget Camp Crystal Lake, far as I can tell). A quick-'n'-easy finding
of the first golden skull, but alas...I can't walk through the open doorway due to some unmentioned white fog? A map, which is
essentially useless since it doesn't even indicate where I am on it, or which direction I'm facing. A heartbeat sound-effect to
indicate the killer is drawing near, and oh, look! It's Jason wearing his Sunday best (perhaps he has a wedding to attend shortly
after murdering me). Get chased by Jason for a while through a fairly repetitive forest-y landscape (it looks like I can gradually
outrun him, but it sure does take a while)! Eventually Jason catches up with me anyhoo, and...wait for it...

  Jason - who sure enough has no visible weapons in his hands (machetes are considered impolite at most weddings) - just runs
circles around me for a brief spell before a big jumpscare image of a red-tinged BABY appears on screen, apparently signifying
my death 'cause I'm suddenly back at the start. And you wanna know the worst thing about all of this? It WASN'T EVEN
SCARY. Like, at all. At the very least, I was too busy being baffled to buy into the tension even one iota. As a huge fan of
atmospheric games, I can honestly say that this game has virtually NO ATMOSPHERE to speak of.

  Oh, and I said THREE play attempts, right? Yeah, the other two played out much like this one. I never found one skull I could
pick up, and frankly have no inclination to pursue this game long enough to achieve any such ambition (much less ten times
over).

  I did, however, manage to come across what looked like a useable weapon - a slightly weird-looking SHOVEL, perhaps? - but
refused to pick it up. Perhaps I didn't want to get Jason's suit messed up, given how much I knew that might upset the bride
(most brides don't like blood at their weddings, so I'm told).

  Boy oh boy, devs like this sure are lucky I'm not the refunding type. Maybe I'll check this one out again later, if and when they
change\/update it enough to call it a playable "game". In the meantime, if you're in the market for a completely baffling and
decidedly D-grade single-player rendition of Dead by Daylight - a game that I was fairly underwhelmed by, to start with - then I
suppose there's worse ways you could waste nine dollars. Probably. Theoretically. Maybe...

  Okay, there probably isn't. Oh, the indignities we reviewers must endure to get our reviews READ every once in a while (i.e.
unless you're a reviewer or YouTuber looking to get in early, give this one a WIDE f*ckin' berth for now).

  Verdict: 3.5\/10.

UPDATE: Okay, so I promised the devs I'd give this another go once some updates were implemented, and here we are five
months later and...nothing much has changed. SOME improvements have been made - the map is a HUGE improvement over
what it was - but there's still little to recommend here. I'll raise that Verdict by .5 to at least acknowledge that it's a SLIGHTLY
better game now, and the devs seem to be semi-sincere in their efforts to please players. But, y'know...a turd is still a turd, even
if you polish it slightly. Sorry, devs. Hopefully some lessons will be learned from this one, and the next game will be
considerably better...

  Revised Verdict: 4\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
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http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). Pretty easy levels but great fun.. TL;DR = Great horror\/mystery novel. Slight translation issues, not game-breaking.

I have enjoyed this game quite a bit so far. I've played the first three chapters which pretty much lay the foundation as far as
plot and characters. I was surprised by how distinct all of the characters are. Robert, the history teacher, is probably my favorite,
but all of the characters are interesting in their personalities and flaws. Unfortunately, the English translation is the weakest part
of this game. I never had trouble understanding what was happening but the way it was said could be strange. It wasn't a deal
breaker for me but it might be a problem for others.
  The art was a bit of a mixed bag for me. I really liked the highly detailed characters. I thought I was looking at actual photos
for most of Chapter 1 so that's impressive. The background was far less interesting in comparison but, at least, the locations
were clearly different from each other.
  It might also be worth noting that this game is almost entirely dialogue. The player has, maybe, 4 choices per chapter.
However, those choices significantly effect how the game proceeds. I've replayed Chapter 1 a few times and had a different
experience each time.
  Overall, I think this game is worth a look for anyone who enjoys dark mysteries. As long as you're willing to overlook some
awkward English.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=YR3h-xEqWPw
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A solid base for a hybrid action rpg, feeling like a cross between a console action game and pc hack-and-slash. Needs alot more
work, some tweaking and additional content before I could really recommend it to anyway.
Right Now Obcidian Legacy feels like a proof-of-concept, but it has some promise. I'll give this a miss until it's a little more
developed but some players may enjoy it's current uncomplicated state.. A thoroughly enjoyable first-person adventure. The
puzzles are well-designed and ramp nicely in difficulty. Despite what some people say, all the puzzles are logical and are rather
well-clued, assuming you look for the clues. I have yet to encounter one where I didn't understand exactly how it worked by the
time I solved it. No walkthrough either.

I suppose if you miss a clue, you could get confused. But even when I was stumped, a little walking around and thinking got me
back on track. I would notice something I didn't before, a pattern I hadn't considered, a reaction I had taken for granted. There
is no moon logic here. Just clues you do not yet understand. If you know what I mean.

Story? Meh.

I encourage those of you who left negative reviews to take another look; these are some very fine puzzles, they just take some
effort to solve.. Excellent work! It's not just a cheap chinese culture rip (I'm talking to you, WordFU). But its art and music
really bound with the heart and mind of Zen, and, of course, Bound.
出色的美術和配樂, 有趣且富挑戰性的謎題設計, 不可錯過的絕妙小品. I was spoiled with another game like this but better overall layout and better
graphics.. This Game is cool! I love it! I love rpg games if they have a good story even if they are pixelated ♥♥♥♥♥!. It is a
deckbuilder roguelike game. The premise of this game is pretty clear and it tries some unique things to seperate from slay the
spire.

Unfortunately the game just does not work. This doen't refer to bugs, but to the mechanics of the card game. Essentially, all
played cards go to an ash deck (your "graveyard" so to speak.) Some cards only work while in the ash deck, and your ash deck
isn't shuffeled back into your draw deck after a fight. After each fight, you get rest points which you can use to replenish health,
cards or craft cards. If you have no cards to draw, you gain a card that lets you trade 20 health to put 5 random cards back into
your draw deck.

Now, here are the problems with this system. The randomness of the ash pact (20 health for 5 cards) means that your beautiful
setup of getting cards that matter in the ash deck there can be destroyed by RNG. Also, being able to only replenish cards with
this card and rest points means every card you play is essentially paid for by health plus the mana you expend. This makes
playing a cards and killing monsters not a rewarding experience. Every time you play a card, it feels bad and punishing.

Think of this game as punishing as a rage game, but without the rewarding feeling after beating a level.
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